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winIPRO Interface with Zeiss i.Profiler®

Simply a new tab in winIPRO
A simple click on the winIPRO tab i.Profiler leads directly to a new dimension. With this new interface, you can

import the data measured with the i.Profiler easily into winIPRO.

The ordering of the i.Scription lenses at Zeiss is available at the touch of a button, and finally, you can manage the

delivery values in winIPRO. As usual, a lot of know-how from the IPRO developers has been put into this, and of

course IPRO has been involved in the developing process at Zeiss from the beginning, to find the best solution for

interfacing the i.Profiler with other IT. Please order the new interface from your IPRO-consultant at the same time as

you order the device at Zeiss, to be able to process lens ordering at Zeiss with the new measurement data via winIPRO.

ZEISS device i.Profiler

i.Profiler uses the so-called wavefront analysis to

create an individual vision profile of the patient's

eyes. During the test, real-life demands for the

eye are considered and calculated, because life

is not just black-and-white and fixed – it is 

eventful, with change of light, reflexions, colours,

change of contrast etc.

NEW: i.Profiler data can now also be called up in the
winIPRO Eye Examination Report. Here, the radii are shown
additional to the basic refraction data.



Job procedure with the Zeiss
i.Profiler

� Patient is entered or opened in
winIPRO.

� Data from i.Profiler are retrieved
Input or automatic transfer of
refraction values into the spectacles
order.

� Data transfer to other consultation
or measurement programs, such as
Winfral, RVT, Video Infral etc, and
storing of the results.

� If desired, i.Scription optimisation
can be selected during lens 
selection.

� Lenses are ordered as usual with
winIPRO.

� Enter the optimum values in 
delivery values tab

IPRO is on the cutting edge 
of interface technology

If our partners from the industry develop new devices
and software, we are present and develop the fitting
interfaces in close co-operation. Sometimes this is new
ground for us, too, but very often our developers' ideas
make it into the design of these innovations. We are
proud of these research investments, because our
customers can rely on winIPRO to be on the cutting
edge of technology. To find out more about IPRO-inter-
faces, please refer to the “Factsheet Interfaces” at
ipro.eu/modules/factsheets

winIPRO i.Profiler Interface

The Features:
Data retrieval from the i.Profiler®, 
storing in the spectacles order and transfer
during lens ordering.
Storing of the delivered values.

winIPRO Ordering System and
winIPRO Eye Examination Management
are required

winIPRO retrieves the data

Retrieved Data
are included into the
Delivery-values tab

Ordering
via winIPRO at Zeiss

winIPRO starts 
the Zeiss software
and transfers 
patient data

� For more Info about winIPRO Interface with 
Zeiss i.Profiler®, please contact your IPRO consultant.

Service and Support have a face

IPRO UK c/o Haag Streit UK Ltd
Edinburgh Way, Harlow, Essex, CM20 2TT 

For more info contact:

Jay Greenslade
j.greenslade@iprouk.com
Phone 07595964146

German HQ:

info@ipro.de
Phone:+49(0)715293330
Fax:+49(0)7152933330
www.ipro.de

IPRO GmbH 
Steinbeisstr. 6 
71229 LEONBERG
GERMANY

Accept our invitation and contact us. 
All our team look forward to it.
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